(For persons that fall within the FCA (Financial Conduct Authority) classification of “Professional Client”). Past performance is not a guide to future performance; the value of an
investment and income from it can go down as well as up. Your capital is at risk.
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•

We analyzed the loan level data within our portfolios which covers over 400,000 loans supporting legacy non-agencies and 2.0 RMBS plus over 2 million agency loans
supporting Agency Credit Risk Transfer (CRT). The data reflects loan performance during June for most homeowners, and during May for the remainder

•

Mortgage loan remittance data reflects borrower activity well within our range of expected performance, and well within and in many cases below the lower end of the
ranges of published Street analysts

•

Additionally, principal and interest payments to bonds held in our portfolios showed very limited disruptions during the period. Less than 1/2 basis point of interest was
withheld from the fund’s bonds - which is expected to be recovered - and is less than the amount of prior interest shortfalls received into the fund in July, a net positive

•

Mortgages entering into forbearance agreements were essentially flat this month with some cohorts seeing slight increases in forbearance rates, while others (like Non-QM,
certain RPLs and Jumbo 2.0) decreased. According to Black Knight data, weekly aggregate collateral forbearance percentages declined throughout July. Broadly speaking,
across product types in the Non-Agency universe, there has been a gradual pickup in the cure rates of forborne loans which is anticipated to continue in the upcoming months

•

Forbearance activity generally has come in lower than expectations over the last few months, and analysts have reduced the likely range of peak forbearance assumptions for
many sectors while remaining cautious based on the timing of additional fiscal stimulus and the near term course of the pandemic

•

Default activity across the RMBS sectors remains muted, largely as a result of the moratoriums, which is consistent with our expectations. Further, we would not expect to see
any uptick in these numbers for several months given the increased use of forbearance plans, extended foreclosure moratoriums, significant government support, typical
delays in distressed loan liquidations, low overall housing supply and rebounding demand coupled with overall strength in housing prices thus far

•

Prepayment speeds continue to come in higher than expectations across RMBS sectors. CRT continues to prepay at very high speeds and is projected to continue to prepay
quickly throughout the summer and into the fall. Other subsectors have continued to prepay above expectations including RPL, Legacy, Jumbo 2.0 and Non-QM. Collateral
that is able to refinance through the GSE or FHA/VA channels in these other private label sectors are likely to maintain today’s elevated levels. We expect some eventual
slowing in private label prepayment activity from current levels, although low rates, continued strength in real estate data and the re-start of certain non-agency loan
origination may support faster private label prepayments in the second half of 2020 and into 2021. This remains a significant positive for the sector

